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ABSTRACT

Background: Treatment decision-making in oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC) includes clinical
stage, HPV status, and smoking history. Despite improvements in staging with separation of HPV-positive and
-negative OPSCC in AJCC 8th edition (AJCC8), patients are largely treated with a uniform approach, with recent
efforts focused on de-intensification in low-risk patients. We have previously shown, in a pooled analysis, that the
genomic adjusted radiation dose (GARD) is predictive of radiation treatment benefit and can be used to guide RT
dose selection. We hypothesize that GARD can be used to predict overall survival (OS) in HPV-positive OPSCC
patients treated with radiotherapy (RT).

Methods: Gene expression profiles (Affymetrix Clariom D) were analyzed for 234 formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded
samples from HPV-positive OPSCC patients within an international, multi-institutional, prospective/retrospective
observational study including patients with AJCC 7th edition stage III-IVb. GARD, a measure of the treatment effect
of RT, was calculated for each patient as previously described. In total, 191 patients received primary RT definitive
treatment (chemoradiation or RT alone, and 43 patients received post-operative RT. Two RT dose fractionations
were utilized for primary RT cases (70 Gy in 35 fractions or 69.96 Gy in 33 fractions). Median RT dose was 70 Gy
(range 50.88-74) for primary RT definitive cases and 66 Gy (range 44-70) for post-operative RT cases. The median
follow up was 46.2 months (95% CI, 33.5-63.1). Cox proportional hazards analyses were performed with GARD
as both a continuous and dichotomous variable and time-dependent ROC analyses compared the performance of
GARD with the NRG clinical nomogram for overall survival.

Results: Despite uniform radiation dose utilization, GARD showed significant heterogeneity (range 30-110),
reflecting the underlying genomic differences in the cohort. On multivariable analysis, each unit increase in
GARD was associated with an improvement in OS (HR = 0.951 (0.911, 0.993), p = 0.023) compared to AJCC8
(HR = 1.999 (0.791, 5.047)), p = 0.143). ROC analysis for GARD at 36 months yielded an AUC of 80.6 (69.4,
91.9) compared with an AUC of 73.6 (55.4, 91.7) for the NRG clinical nomogram. GARD≥64.2 was associated
with improved OS (HR = 0.280 (0.100, 0.781), p = 0.015). In a virtual trial, GARD predicts that uniform RT dose
de-escalation results in overall inferior OS but proposes two separate genomic strategies where selective RT dose
de-escalation in GARD-selected populations results in clinical equipoise.

Conclusions: In this multi-institutional cohort of patients with HPV-positive OPSCC, GARD predicts OS as a
continuous variable, outperforms the NRG nomogram and provides a novel genomic strategy to modern clinical
trial design. We propose that GARD, which provides the first opportunity for genomic guided personalization of
radiation dose, should be incorporated in the diagnostic workup of HPV-positive OPSCC patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery that human papillomavirus (HPV) is an etiologic and strong prognostic factor in oropharyngeal

squamous cell carcinoma, assessing this biomarker indirectly via p16 or directly via in situ hybridization has become

standard of care in the diagnostic and staging work up of these patients.1, 2 Ang developed a three-group classification

system based on clinical factors (HPV status, pack years of smoking, and T or N classification) that has informed the

design of multiple clinical trials in the last decade.3 As the low risk group in this classification had an overall survival

(OS) of 93% at three years, there has been a significant clinical interest in the de-escalation of therapy for these

patients. Initial efforts to uniformly de-escalate therapy as in the randomized phase II trial HN002 were promising.

Of two potential de-escalated regimens tested, one of them (cisplatin + 60 Gy) met the predefined endpoint (PFS >

85%)4. This led to the development of HN005, a Phase 3 clinical trial testing the non-inferiority of uniform RT dose

de-escalation. In this trial patients were randomized to one of three arms which included two RT dose de-escalated

regimens(cisplatin + 60 Gy or nivolumab + 60 Gy) against the standard of care (cisplatin + 70 Gy). However, the

interim analysis failed to demonstrate the non-inferiority of cisplatin + 60 Gy over standard of care. These early

results suggest that clinical factors are not enough to provide therapeutic guidance with regards to optimization of

RT and suggest that similar to many targeted and immunotherapy agents, RT dose optimization may need to be

targeted to specific genomically-defined subpopulations.

In previous studies we developed the genomic adjusted radiation dose (GARD), a radiation-specific metric that

quantifies the RT treatment effect in a given patient as a function of their RT dose and tumor genomics. GARD

has proposed that the treatment effect of a uniform dose of RT (e.g. 70 Gy) is biologically highly heterogeneous.

In a recent pooled analysis of 1,615 patients in seven different disease sites, we demonstrated that GARD was

associated with overall survival and recurrence risk as a continuous variable and predicted RT treatment benefit for

each individual patient. We proposed that GARD could serve as a decision support tool to optimize and inform the

RT dose for each patient.5, 6

One limitation of this pan-cancer analysis was that many of the individual cohorts were underpowered and that

GARD’s association with clinical outcome as a continuous variable was only realized when all cohorts were pooled.

Since RT benefit is one of the critical factors defining clinical outcome in HPV+ HNC patients, we hypothesized that

with a larger, modern cohort of radiation treated patients with HNSCC, GARD would be associated with outcome.

Further, we hypothesize that the addition of genomic information can provide an improvement to outcome prediction

compared to clinical factors alone. Importantly, any improvement in outcome prediction utilizing GARD can also

fundamentally be used to make quantitative predictions for differential outcome given specific RT dose adjustments,
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thus providing a critical tool for the definition of sub-populations for clinical trial design.

Here we describe an analysis of patients treated with radiation therapy with HPV+ HSNCC as part of the Big

Data to Decide project.7 We use modern methods to assess individual patient radiation sensitivity indices (RSI)8

from gene expression data derived from formalin fixed tumor specimens, and use radiation-dosing information for

each patient to calculate GARD. We then use continuous Cox proportional hazards regression to determine the

relationship between GARD and outcome, and present a discrete analysis both with the median as a cutpoint, and at

two cutpoints identified post hoc to suggest optimal stratification. We demonstrate that as a prognostic factor, GARD

resolves prognosis of HPV+ patients with similar magnitude (e.g. effect size) as HPV does in HNC and outperforms

the existing NRG nomogram of clinical outcome. Furthermore, we demonstrate that GARD identifies genomic

subpopulations with differential RT therapeutic benefit and incorporating this knowledge into clinical trial design

predicts that uniform RT dose de-escalation (cisplatin + 60 Gy) would result in a worse 3 year overall survival than

standard of care (cisplatin + 70 Gy). Finally, GARD proposes that through a selective genomic-based approach, RT

dose de-escalation is feasible for most HPV+ patients without detriment in clinical outcome (e.g. overall survival).

METHODS

Patient Cohort. Patients in this analysis were part of the Big Data to Decide project (BD2Decide, NCT028322102),

a collaboration of seven European centers to develop a clinico-genomic database of head and neck cancer patients.

The details of this project have been previously described.7 Briefly, BD2Decide enrolled a total of 1,537 patients

(1,086 retrospectively and 451 prospectively) with loco-regional advanced head and neck cancer (Stage III-IVa,

IVb, AJCC 7th edition) treated with curative intent, including 377 patients with HPV+ oropharyngeal cancer. After

excluding patients with inadequate tissue sample (n=85), poor RNA quality (n=6) or HPV DNA-negative (n=14),

patients with locally-advanced disease that underwent single-modality treatment (n=37) and 1 patient treated with

surgery alone (no GARD could be calculated), a final study population of 234 patients remained. The study was

approved by institutional review boards of each of the participating institutions and when possible patients consented

to enrollment or a waiver for consent was approved. Patients were treated between 2008 and 2017, and follow-up

closed in September 2019.

HPV testing was performed with p16 immunohistochemistry and confirmed by HPV DNA testing following

positive staining. In total, 191 patients received definitive RT primary treatment (chemoradiation (n=172) or RT

alone (n=19)), and 43 patients received post-operative RT (post-op chemoradiation (n=29) or post-op RT alone

(n=14)). Two RT dose fractionations were prescribed for definitive RT cases (70 Gy in 35 fractions or 69.96 Gy

in 33 fractions). Median RT dose was 70 Gy (range 50.88-74) for primary RT cases and 66 Gy (range 44-70) for
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post-operative cases. The median follow up was 46.2 months (IQR 33.5-63.1).

Bioinformatic and Statistical Analysis. All patient tumors underwent gene expression profiling using Affymetrix

Clariom D on their formalin fixed samples and RSI values were generated using a 10-gene signature as previously

described.9, 10. RSI has been previously clinically validated in multiple cohorts.11–13 A patient-specific genomic

parameter, αg, was subsequently calculated using the linear-quadratic model to estimate patient radiosensitivity, the

derivation of which we have previously described, yielding the relation:

αg =− lnRSI
nd

−βd, (1)

where dose d is 2 Gy, and the number of fractions, n is 1, as this moves from a genomic measure to the familiar

Surviving Fraction after 2Gy (SF2). We further make the simplifying assumption that β is a constant at 0.05/Gy2.

This genomic parameter, αg, is then used together with each patients specific radiation dosing to calculate their

clinical GARD value (GARDc).

GARDc = ncdc(αg +βdc), (2)

where nc is the number of fractions and dc is the dose per fraction per the clinically delivered radiation plan to each

patient. These values were calculated without information about clinical outcome, using the described, previously

specified model.

Cox proportional hazards regression was used to assess the association between GARD as a continuous variable

and overall survival (OS). OS was defined as the time between primary diagnosis and death or last follow-up. While

the continuous analysis is statistically the most rigorous, to make clinical translation simpler, we also performed

discrete analyses to mimic the discrete dose levels commonly used by clinicians. Discrete analyses with log-rank

statistics were performed with median GARD and also, for hypothesis generation, using an algorithm to minimize

χ2 to derive optimal groups in three dose levels.

In silico simulation of HN005. We performed an in silico trial designed after HN005 (NCT03952585), a prospec-

tive randomized phase 3 clinical trial testing the non-inferiority of RT de-intensification (from 70Gy to 60Gy) in

early stage HPV-positive oropharyngeal cancer. Each virtual patient was randomly selected from the RSI distribution

of the complete cohort. The virtual patients were randomized to receive 70Gy in 35 fractions or 60Gy in 30 fractions.

The estimated enrollment for HN005 was 590, so we used 200 patients per arm (the original trial design had three

arms, but this is simulating two of them). GARD was calculated for each virtual patient, and an OS curve was
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predicted based on the GARD level achieved, using the optimized three dose GARD level approach (GARD ≤ 46

= low, 46< GARD ≤ 65 = intermediate, GARD > 65 = high). Each of these survival curves was modeled with a

Weibull curve fit to the Kaplan-Meier estimate of that GARD level. The weighted average of individual patients’

survival curves represented the overall survival estimate for each trial arm. This entire process was repeated a total

of 20 times to replicate the variability between different groups of patients.

To determine whether GARD could identify a successful de-intensification strategy, we also performed a

variation of this trial with selective de-intensification based on GARD. In this approach, rather than de-intensifying

all patients, only patients who would remain in either GARD dose level high (GARD > 65= high) or intermediate

(46< GARD ≤ 65 = intermediate) with either 60 or 70 Gy were assigned to 60 Gy. All patients that achieve GARD

dose level low (GARD ≤ 46 = low) were excluded from selective de-escalation. In addition, patients who drop from

GARD high to GARD intermediate when de-escalated were also excluded from selective de-escalation.

Creation of a clinical nomogram. After performing standard analyses to determine the association of GARD with

outcome, we incorporated GARD to the established NRG nomogram of outcome (stage, pack-years smoking, ECOG

performance status, HPV status, education) to determine whether GARD improved its prognostic performance. In

addition, we also integrated the three-cluster gene expression model9 following standard methods.14 The nomogram

was evaluated by comparison of time-dependent receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis with the

timeROC package in R.15

RESULTS

GARD reveals underlying genomic heterogeneity in RT effect. We have previously shown that GARD reveals

underlying heterogeneity in radiation treatment effect within groups presumed to have been treated uniformly (with

approximately equivalent physical dose).5, 6, 16, 17 In this cohort we demonstrate again that GARD reveals wide

heterogeneity in predicted RT effect in spite of relatively uniform RT dose prescribed. As shown in Figure 1

(Left), delivered GARD ranged from 31.7 to 108.9 (IQR 56.4-71.9) with a median for the whole cohort of 63.5.

Plotted along the edges of the jointplot between GARD and EQD2 are kernel density estimates for the entire cohort,

revealing wide heterogeneity in delivered GARD (std = 13.8) in the setting of near homogeneity in RT dose (std =

3.1). The difference between GARD and EQD2 is best exemplified by the patients who received the whole course of

’standard’ radiation dose – with EQD2 measures between 69-71, see Figure 1 (Right). The range of GARD for

those patients ranged was 31.7-108.9 (IQR 56.5-71.8) even though they all were treated to (approximately) the same

RT dose (EQD2), highlighting the wide differential in the predicted effect of our uniform clinical dosing strategies.
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Figure 1. GARD exhibits large underlying genomic heterogeneity in
radiation effect compared to radiation dose alone. Left: EQD2 (median 70.0, std
3.2) is plotted against associated GARD (median 63.5, std 13.8) for each patient in
the whole cohort. Kernel density estimates are plotted on each edge to show the
distributions of the individual variables. Patients are plotted with their GARD on the
y-axis and EQD2 on the x-axis as blue dots, with who received an EQD2 of 69-71
Gy only (standard dosing) are colored orange. Right: The GARD value of all
patients receiving an EQD2 of 69-71Gy (standard of care) are plotted to highlight
GARD’s ability to stratify patients by their genomic heterogeneity. Data points are
overlaid with a box-whisker plot with box representing quartiles and whiskers
extending to 1.5 times IQR.

GARD is continuously associated with

OS in RT-treated HPV-positive OPSCC

patients. Previously, we demonstrated

that GARD was associated with overall

survival, recurrence risk and was predic-

tive of RT benefit in a pooled pan-cancer

analysis including 1,615 patients.6 Since

RT therapeutic benefit is a critical factor

impacting clinical outcome in HPV+ pa-

tients, we hypothesized that GARD would

be associated with clinical outcome in this

analysis of HPV+ oropharyngeal squamous

cell carcinoma patients collected through

the B2DECIDE project.9 To test this, we

performed a Cox proportional hazards anal-

ysis of GARD and OS in both the entire

cohort, and also the subset that were treated

with primary RT. As shown in Supplemen-

tal Figure 1, GARD is associated with OS as a continuous variable in both groups. Analyzing the entire cohort, we

found that for each unit increase in GARD there is an improvement in OS (HR (95% CI) = 0.968 (0.938, 0.999) per

unit GARD, p = 0.042). This association of GARD with OS was also significant when including only patients

treated with primary definitive RT (HR (95% CI) = 0.956 (0.917, 0.996) per unit GARD, p = 0.033). Examining

only patients who received the standard-of-care range 69-71 Gy EQD2 within this group, the HR was 0.942 (0.901,

0.984), p = 0.008. While we found significant differences throughout the entire cohort, in order to keep the cohort

population uniform, we focus the remainder of the analysis on definitive primary RT patients (191 total).

On multivariate analysis, GARD was the only variable statistically associated with OS both as a continuous

(HR = 0.951 (0.911,0.993), p = 0.023) and discrete variable (HR 0.258 (0.091,0.735), p = 0.011). Smoking

(pack-years) was associated with OS as a continuous variable but not as a discrete variable. These results are

summarized in Table 1.

While significant as a continuous variable, to further evaluate GARD’s prognostic ability in a more clinically
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HR (95% CI) p
GARD (continuous) 0.951 (0.911, 0.993) 0.023
stage = high 1.999 (0.791, 5.047)) 0.143
ECOG = 1 or 2 0.811 (0.231, 2.851) 0.744
Pack-years (continuous) 1.024 (1.005, 1.043) 0.012

GARD (discrete) 0.258 (0.091, 0.735) 0.011
stage = high 1.862 (0.742, 4.677) 0.186
ECOG = 1 or 2 0.816 (0.233, 2.860) 0.751
Pack-years (discrete) 2.378 (0.922, 6.131) 0.073

Table 1. Multivariable analysis of primary RT patients. GARD is associated with overall survival both as a continuous (p = 0.023) and
discrete (p = 0.011) variable.

relevant, discrete dosing paradigm, we performed an analysis using the GARD median as a cut-point (GARD = 64.2)

in the patients treated with primary definitive RT. We found that GARD high vs. low significantly associated with

OS (p = 0.01) (Figure 2): GARD-high patients had a 99.0% and 94.6% 3yr and 5 yr-OS rate whereas GARD-low

patients achieved a 89.2% and 79.2% 3 yr and 5-yr OS rate, respectively. This dichotomization resulted in a HR of

0.280 (0.100, 0.781), p = 0.015.

Figure 2. Median GARD cutpoint demonstrate survival differences between
groups. Stratifying patients by median GARD shows a significant difference in OS
at 5 years by the log-rank test.

GARD outperforms the prognostic abil-

ity of the NRG clinical nomogram. In

a previous study, NRG developed a clini-

cal nomogram to predict overall survival

in oropharyngeal cancer patients.18 The

overall survival nomogram is based on age

(<50 vs. >50), smoking (≤ 10-pack-years

vs. > 10 pack-years), age x pack-years

interaction, performance status (0 vs. 1),

education (high school or less vs. others),

anemia (defined as hgb≤ 13.5 in men and

≤ 12.5 in women) (yes vs. no), p16, T

stage (T2-3 vs. T4), N stage (8th edition,

N0-1 vs. N2-3). When tested in an inde-

pendent validation cohort, the nomogram

achieved a c-index of 0.76. We evaluated

the performance of this nomogram (without the education and anemia parameters which were not available) in the
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BD2DECIDE cohort and tested whether the integration of GARD impacted its performance. As shown in Figure 3,

the NRG nomogram achieves an AUC of 73.6 whereas GARD alone achieves AUC (3 yr OS) 80.6. Integrating

GARD into the nomogram improves the prognostic ability of the model with AUC 82.6. Integrating the previously

developed 3-cluster model also improves the prognostic ability of the existing NRG nomogram to AUC 84.7.

GARD identifies a sub-population of HPV+ patients with poor prognosis. Although HPV+ patients have

excellent prognosis, the interim analysis of HN005 have emphasized the importance of developing clinical tools

to identify patient subsets with higher risk of clinical failure. We hypothesized that GARD could identify a sub-

population of HPV+ patients at higher risk of failure who may not be good candidates for unselected treatment

de-escalation. Thus, we performed an exploratory discrete analysis based on an optimized two cut-point analysis.

Minimizing the χ2 statistic at two discrete values reveals three groups with maximally different outcomes, as shown

in Figure 4A. This analysis revealed two cutpoints at GARD 65 and 46 which optimally stratified patients.

Patients that achieved the highest GARD (GARD > 65) had a 3yr-OS of 100% compared with 91.3% (85.3, 97.7)

for the GARD intermediate group (46< GARD < 65) and 62.5% (33.6, 100) for the group that achieves the lowest

GARD (GARD ≤ 46). These differences are statistically significant with p < 0.001, though this analysis should

be interpreted carefully as it was performed for hypothesis generation and the groups were chosen by maximizing

differences post hoc.

Figure 3. AUC analysis shows GARD outperforms standard nomograms. In
this AUC analysis we compare the clinical nomogram (red) to GARD alone (blue)
and a combined model using all factors (black). The combined model shows
dramatic improvement compared to RTOG alone. This model included all 191
definitive primary RT patients, and analysed outcome at 3 years.

GARD predicts that empiric dose

de-escalation would result in inferior

clinical outcome. Recently, NRG an-

nounced that an interim analyis revealed

that the dose de-escalation arm in HN-005

(chemo-RT to 60 Gy) had failed to achieve

the non-inferiority threshold defined by the

statistical analysis plan. One possible ex-

planation for these results is that empiric

dose de-escalation results in a small num-

ber of patients falling from the GARD in-

termediate cohort (46 < GARD < 65) to

the GARD low cohort (GARD ≤ 46) lead-

ing to an inferior result for empiric dose de-escalation. To test this hypothesis, we performed an in silico clinical trial
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to evaluate GARD-based predictions of clinical outcome for empiric dose de-escalation to 60 Gy (with concurrent

chemotherapy) as in HN-005. We found that GARD predicts that empiric (unselected) dose de-escalation would

result in an inferior clinical outcome. The predicted 3 yr OS for patients modeled at 70 Gy is 94.2% compared

with 90.2% for patients modeled at 60 Gy Figure 4C. Empiric, unselected dose de-intensification is predicted to

increase the proportion of patients in the GARD low group while decreasing the proportion of patients in the GARD

high group. The 70Gy in silico arm had an average of 13, 90, and 97 patients in the low, intermediate, and high

GARD groups, while the 60Gy in silico arm had 36, 123, and 41 patients in those groups. Next, we determined

whether we could use GARD to develop a clinical trial strategy that would predict equivalent outcome at 70 or 60

Gy. In one approach, GARD can identify patients that would remain above the GARD-high cutpoint (65) at 70 or 60

Gy. This approach would select patients with RSI < 0.115, which comprise 18% of the total HPV+ population. In

another approach, GARD-high and intermediate patients at 70 Gy that remain in the same group at 60 Gy, would

also be predicted to achieve equipoise with selective dose de-escalation. Approximately 55% of HPV+ patients

would be eligible for this approach. It should be noted that both approaches exclude GARD-low patients (as these

patients are predicted to require dose intensification) and patients that fall from GARD-high to GARD-intermediate

or GARD-intermediate to GARD-low at 60Gy. The predicted OS curve for the second approach to de-escalation is

shown in Figure 4D.

Discussion

The development of prognostic models to more accurately classify oncologic outcomes is a central goal of personal-

ized medicine. In this paper, we show that GARD, a previously described model of the treatment effect of RT is

associated with overall survival in HPV+ oropharyngeal cancer patients treated with RT both as a continuous and

dichotomous variable. Furthermore, using time-dependent ROC analysis, we show that GARD outperforms the

current NRG clinical nomogram for prediction of overall survival of these patients. Finally, we show that GARD

predicts that uniform RT dose de-escalation would result in an inferior overall survival over standard RT dose,

similar to the results recently announced for HN005. However, GARD creates opportunities for future trial strategies

to selective RT dose de-escalation that it predicts would achieve clinical equipoise.

Since its confirmation as a biomarker of outcome in HNC, HPV status has been incorporated into the diagnostic

algorithm of the disease.1, 2 In a landmark paper, Ang et al. demonstrated that HPV+ HNC patients had 58%

reduction in the risk of death when compared with HPV- patients. This effect translated into a 25-point absolute

difference in 3 year OS distinguished by HPV status (82.4% vs. 57.1%).3 In this analysis, we demonstrate that
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Figure 4. GARD predicts that uniform RT dose de-escalation in HPV+ patients would result in an inferior clinical outcome
compared to standard of care. A. GARD identifies a sub-group of HPV+ patients with poor prognosis. An exploratory analysis identified
two cut-points which group patients in three risk levels. Patients that achieve the lowest GARD (<46) have a high risk of recurrence (3 year
OS = 62.5%). B. In-silico clinical trial. We simulate two of the arms of HN005 (cisplatin + 60 Gy vs cisplatin + 70 Gy). We utilize the RSI
distribution of the B2Decide cohort to generate GARD for 400 virtual patients randomized to either 60 or 70 Gy. We also simulate a
GARD-selected clinical trial where only patients with RSI < 0.115 are eligible for randomization. C. Unselected RT dose de-escalation
(cisplatin + 60 Gy) results in inferior OS compared to standard of care (cisplatin + 70 Gy). The unselected in silico clinical trial predicts that
patients treated with RT dose descalation experience a worse overall survival when compared to standard of care (3-yr OS 90.3% vs 94.0%) D:
Selective de-intensification produces similar OS even when approximately two-thirds of patients in the second arm receive the lower RT dose.

GARD identifies a 72% reduction in the risk of death in GARD-high HPV+ patients. This translates into an absolute

10% and 16% difference in 3 and 5 year OS between GARD-high and GARD-low patients. In addition GARD alone

outperformed the established NRG nomogram for overall survival. Finally, a model integrating GARD and the NRG

nomogram achieved the highest prognostic ability. Thus, GARD can resolve prognosis for HPV+ patients with the

same magnitude that HPV did for head and neck cancer patients.

A central clinical question for HPV+ oropharyngeal cancer patients is whether their treatment can be de-

intensified while preserving their excellent prognosis. While there has been significant enthusiasm for this approach,

NRG recently announced that in the early interim analysis one of the dose de-escalated arms in HN-005 (cisplatin

+ 60 Gy) did not meet the pre-defined statistical threshold for non-inferiority. Thus, clinical factors alone may

not enough to identify patients where radiation dose de-intensification can be performed without clinical outcome
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detriment.

While we demonstrate that GARD outperforms standard clinical variables as a prognostic factor in HPV+

oropharyngeal cancer, GARD can further improve the ability to define appropriate sub-populations for treatment

de-intensification. For example in an exploratory analysis, we show that GARD identifies a small group of HPV+

patients with poor prognosis (GARD < 46) who achieve a 3-yr OS of 62.5%. In addition, GARD is also an actionable

model that can provide guidance on RT dosing for genomically-defined subpopulations. This can inform the design

of the next generation of clinical trials for these patients. We demonstrate proof of principle for GARD-based

clinical trial design by showing that GARD predicts that empiric dose de-escalation as performed in HN-005 would

result in an inferior 3 year OS for the patients treated to the lower dose. Finally, we propose at least two designs

(of many possible) that GARD-based modeling predicts would result in clinical equipoise between 70 and 60 Gy

with appropriately chosen patients for de-escalation. In the first design, only patients in the top 18% of the GARD

distribution would be eligible, while in the second design approximately 55% of HPV+ patients would be eligible. A

key observation is that a small subset of patients may need dose intensification and should not be eligible for these

trials. Further work on chemotherapy sensitivity19 and balancing toxicity with tumor control20 could also inform

future iterations of these trials, most of which include cisplatin as a radiosensitizer.21

In conclusion, we demonstrate that GARD outperforms the NRG clinical nomogram of outcome as a prognostic

biomarker in HPV+ OPSCC patients and defines prognostic groups that can inform clinical trial design. While HPV

is a classic biomarker in that its result is fixed and cannot be changed, the GARD value for a patient can be optimized

by adjusting the RT dose. This supports the hypothesis that GARD could be used to optimize clinical outcome for

HPV+ oropharyngeal SCC patients by the personalization of RT dose. Even without the use for dose personalization,

however, the strong improvement (quantitatively equivalent to the seminal findings of HPV positivity itself) in

outcome prognostication suggests that obtaining GARD should be considered for all HPV+ oropharyngeal cancer

patients as a clinical decision support tool.
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Supplemental Information

Code and data availability

All statistical analyses were conducted using Python v3.9.0 and the rms package in R v4.2.0. Code and data for all

analyses are available by request.
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Cox Analyses

Performing a Cox regression analysis for GARD as a continuous variable revealed statistically significant associations

with OS for the entire cohort (Supplemental Figure 1, Left), which remained significant when completed for

patients treated with RT alone (Supplemental Figure 1, Right).

(a) Entire BD2D cohort (b) Patients treated with primary RT

Supplemental Figure 1. GARD is a continuous predictor of OS in radiation treated patients with HPV+ OPSCC. (a) Cox
proportional hazards analysis demonstrates significant continuous association between GARD and OS for the entire cohort (p = 0.042, HR =
0.968 (0.938, 0.999) per unit GARD). (b) Cox proportional hazards analysis demonstrates significant continuous association between GARD
and OS for the subset of patients treated with primary definitive RT (p = 0.033, HR = 0.956 (0.917, 0.996) per unit GARD).
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AUCs for various predictors

Comparison of the 3 most significant predictors individually via ROC analysis showed the greatest AUC for GARD

alone (80.6), while the nomogram combining GARD, AJCC8, and the molecular clusters produced the highest AUC

(82.6); values are listed in Supplemental Table 1 and displayed. Of note, if RSI is compared here with the same

cohort, an almost identical score to GARD is achieved of 80.6 (95% CI: 70.7 to 90.5) as the dose range in this cohort

is so narrow making RSI and GARD functionally equivalent.

3-yr AUC (95% CI)
Clusters 72.8 (59.0, 86.7)
RTOG 73.6 (55.4, 91.7)
GARD 80.6 (69.4, 91.9)
RTOG + GARD 82.6 (67.8, 97.4)
RTOG + GARD + Clusters 84.7 (70.5, 98.9)

Supplemental Table 1. The time-dependent AUC and 95% CI at 3 years are shown for the predictors individually
as well as for the combined nomogram.
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